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Sisters’
new take
on human
trafficking

Give some
cans, “can”
your fines
By CAITLIN DOXSIE
For two weeks the Collins Memorial Library and the Office of Spirituality,
Services, and Social Justice at the University of Puget Sound will be co-sponsoring the Food for Fines program.
Food for Fines is an event supporting the annual National Hunger Week,
and from Nov. 15 through Nov. 28, students will be able to bring in canned
food items in order to pay off their library fines. Each six ounce or larger can
of food brought to the Library’s Circulation Desk during the event will deduct
one dollar in library fines and/or Summit fines. Donations up to 20 dollars
will be deducted.
National Hunger Week is co-sponsored by the National Coalition for the
Homeless and the National Student
Campaign Against Hunger & Homelessness. The annual event takes place
Nov. 14 through Nov. 20, but Puget
Sound is extending National Hunger
Week throughout the entire month of
November.
“We organize Hunger and Homelessness Awareness Week because as a
campus we are committed to civic engagement. Hunger Week is one way we
can raise awareness of hunger, poverty,
and homelessness worldwide as well as
right here in Tacoma,” explained Puget
Sound Social Justice Coordinator Skylar Bihl.
Some of the events have already ocSEE
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By CHELSEA TSUCHIDA
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Literature: Voters cast ballots, Republicans take House and make gains in Senate.

Election changes map of US

Democrats brace for Boehner as new Speaker

By HARRISON DIAMOND
Tuesday, Nov. 2 marked the end
of the Democratic Party’s bicameral
dominance in The United States Congress as the 2010 midterm elections
shifted majority power to Republicans in The House of Representatives.
Though Democrats suffered the loss of
six seats in the Senate, they were able
to remain in control with a less powerful but still legitimate 53 seat majority. Liberals were hit the hardest in the
House, losing 60 seats to Republican
candidates and thus relinquishing the

congressional control they’ve enjoyed
since 2008 that came with holding a
majority presence in both houses.
The results, though troublesome for
both congressional Democrats and
President Obama’s agenda, did not
surprise the American public as both
political analysts and news outlets
foresaw the recent power shift. Several factors contributed to the change
in political attitude, such as discontent
with the state of the economy given the
massive stimulus and job bills passed
by the 111th Congress, unrest surrounding Mr. Obama’s health care bill,

the large trade deficit, and taxes. Power in the House of Representatives has
not changed so dramatically since the
presidency of Harry Truman, when 55
seats switched from blue to red as a result of his plummeting approval rating.
However clear a transfer of control
seemed in the months and weeks leading up to Election Day, several contentious races and unexpected outcomes
kept reporters and polling centers on
their toes. Senator Lisa Murkowski
of Alaska, though losing to Joe Miller
SEE
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CA Prop. 19 defeated Zombies are the new
vampires in Seattle
By NATE FORMAN
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Sad pup: Dog speaks with bandana, owners have no voice.

By ANNETTE D’AUTREMONT
The hotly-debated California
Proposition 19 was not passed on
November 2nd by a 53.9% ‘No’
vote. Contrary to popular belief,
the legalization of marijuana is not
a new topic. It dates back as far as
1972, when Californians first voted
on a similar measure, coincidentally called Proposition 19. Only in recent years has the issue popped up

HUMP!
News page 2

on other state’s agendas. In the 2010
election alone, four states, including
California, voted on some form of a
marijuana initiative, however, none
of them passed.
Regardless of how long the process of marijuana legalization is taking, it seems to be gaining more and
more support among constituents.
SEE
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A zombie epidemic is spreading,
and now, there are over 4,000 record-breaking zombies in the Seattle
area. ZomBcon 2010 took place this
year Oct. 29-31 in Seattle at the Exhibition Hall.
ZomBcon was the first zombie
convention of its kind. There were
many prominent guests at this year’s
convention, such as UFC fighter Nathan “Rock” Quarry, actor Bruce
Campbell and artist Billy Tackett.
Films were featured such as “Dead
Alive”, “Dawn of the Dead”, “Day of
the Dead”, “Evil Dead”, “Night of the
Living Dead”, “Shaun of the Dead”
and “Colin”. The famous “Godfather of Zombie Movies”, George A.
Romero, who directed “Night of the
Living Dead”, “Dawn of the Dead”
and “Day of the Dead”, was honored
with the Golden George Award at
this year’s ZomBcon. The Maxwell
Hotel served as the Official Hotel
and Base Camp for ZomBcon 2010.
Along with ZomBcon, Halloween weekend included many zombie-related activities. The Big Zombie Walk, Armageddon featuring
various DJs and Prom Night of the
Living Dead featuring DJ Paul V all

Music piracy
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took place in the Seattle area on Halloween weekend.
This was not the first time that the
undead have overrun Seattle. Zombie walks in Seattle have been holding international records since 2009.
On the weekend of July 4, 2009,
the Fremont Film Festival reported 3,894 participants in the zombie walk. This broke the world record for “Largest Zombie Walk”.
The record was broken again when
event organizers counted 4,233 official registered zombie walkers for
the “Red, White and Dead Zombie
Walk”, which took place in Fremont
on July 3, 2010.
The Zombie Walk on July 3 also
helped to contribute to the community. The local non-profit Solid
Ground, an organization fighting
poverty, was supported by a nonperishable food drive held during
the Walk. Participants brought their
cans to donate at the event registration.
Pop culture has been highly affected by zombies over time. The zombie
apocalypse genre was begun by Richard Matheson’s novel “I Am Legend”
(1954). The Living Dead franchise
SEE ZOMBIES PAGE
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On Saturday, Nov. 13, 2010, a Human Trafficking Conference will be
held in Kilworth Memorial Chapel from 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The
conference is sponsored by Human
Trafficking: Stop the Demand Tacoma, the Sisters of St. Dominic of Tacoma and Associates, Sisters of the
Holy Names, Sisters of St. Francis
of Philadelphia, the Spirituality Service and Social Justic Office of Puget
Sound, and the Intercommunity
Peace and Justice Center.
The featured speakers for this
conference will be Kathleen Morris,
Erik Nicholson and Linda Smith.
Morris, the program director of the
Washington Anti-Trafficking Response Network (WARN), will speak
about Washington State’s response to
human trafficking and the services
provided by WARN. Nicholson, the
International Director of the Guest
Worker Membership Program for
the United Farm Workers of America, will speak about how our food is
harvested and why opportunities for
increased debt bondage and trafficking are growing. Smith, the President
and Founder of Shared Hope International, will speak on how Shared
Hope International responds to trafficking.
During the conference there will
also be tables located downstairs in
Kilworth, which will provide students with information on how they
can get more involved in other various organizations.
“This conference is an opportunity for students to get more involved
with the community and the chance
to get to learn alongside community
leaders in Tacoma,” Wright said.
It was nine months ago that they
contacted the university requesting
permission to use Kilworth Chapel
as a venue for an event. At that time,
not much was known about the event
or what it entailed. As time went on, the
university got more involved and is now
very excited about it.
“It lines up well with some of the university’s mission statement and messages,” Chaplain Dave Wright said.
Human trafficking, which violates
many social codes and contracts, is a
global problem that is extremely difficult to solve because of its complexities. It has become especially prevalent
on the West coast and has become more
visible in the media. For example, Hollywood’s The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo
touches on the subject of human trafficking. “It’s something that’s out there
but we’re not as involved in because it is
such a global and complicated problem.
This conference gives us a chance to understand,” Wright said.
Those interested in registering online were required to do so by Nov. 5.
However, students, faculty, staff and
others are welcome to register at the
door. The conference is free and will be
held in Kilworth Chapel.

Return of Lacrosse
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Although I’ve been living here
in the Pacific Northwest for a good
three-plus years, so far I had never
been able to attend the shining beacon
of light that is HUMP! Every year, Seattle locals are graciously given the
opportunity to grab a camera, grab a
script, and publicly show Seattle up
to five minutes of some of the most
clever, confusing, impressive, bizarre,
hilarious, and brilliant amateur porn
your virgin eyes have ever witnessed.
Produced by The Stanger, HUMP! is
a three-day film festival that showcases hundreds of local filmmakers highlighting almost every aspect of human
(well, let’s not get ahead of ourselves)
sexuality. Tickets are practically guaranteed to sell out, and the competition
is fierce: grand prizes of up to $2,500
are awarded to winners, on top of the
utter celebrity that is destined to accompany such prestige.
I’ve never really been one to turn
down an excuse for pure debauchery and hedonism. So this year, my
senior year, I was proactive about getting what I wanted. I rallied a group
of friends to cough up $20 each and
make the journey to the “On The
Board” performance space in Queen
Anne for one of Friday night’s many
sold out screenings. After nearly missing the cutoff time for admit-
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tance to the theatre (some boys refer
to coif more than others for this sort
of thing), we could barely contain
ourselves as we grabbed a ballot and
entered the utterly packed and dark
theatre.
This year’s entries were intelligent, mentally scarring, hilarious,
hot, charming, and mentally scarring
again, all in that order. I left the theatre feeling like a veil had been lifted
from my eyes, revealing several new
dimensions of sexual intelligence that
I would have never been exposed to
otherwise. So, here, in a nutshell, is
what I learned:
1) Food porn actually exists.
2) My goodness some of you have
large penises.
3) Music is CRUCIAL to the atmosphere your film creates. I don’t care
how hot you think you
are, Seattle hipsters, if you start to play Broken Social Scene while filming you
and your boyfriend on the pool table, my eyes begin to roll back into my
head and I will immediately zone out.
I didn’t come to see an American Apparel ad.
4) Jesus is hot. Let me rephrase. Jesus is really freaking hot. In fact, Jesus is SO hot, he can drive nuns to do
just about anything. But don’t forget
to leave room for the Holy Spirit, because Jesus is apparently into threesomes.

5) Lesbians and trans-persons: I
had NO idea. Thank you.
6) Back to music. If you can come
up with a catchy theme song to ease
me into the concept of “twincest”, give
yourself a pat on the back.
7) Sadism and masocism have bad
reputations. Not only can fire and
electricity be soft-core, but they can
be the most sensual, intimate, and
gentlest forms of pleasure for the human body. Well, that is until the spray
bottle of flammable liquid comes out.
Then it’s time to learn some limits,
people.
8) Claymation figures need love
too.
9) To all young gay boys who are
going through troubled times in their
lives: it gets better. Trust me. It gets,
so, so, so much better.
10) You, Seattle, are super hot, super funny, and super talented. And
messed up, in a good way. In a country where your sex life is constantly
tried and censored by governments,
religious organizations, backwards
politicians and public figures, somebody needs to give them all the giant
middle finger. You also live in a city
where hundreds of other beautiful
and hot people can crowd together in
a dark theatre to laugh and gasp while
watching you do what you do best.
So, keep up the good work everyone,
and don’t forget, it’s only 5 minutes.

curred this month, including an installment of the Spirituality of Food Dinner
Series: “Blessed are the Hungry?” on
Nov. 2, and the Points Donation event
that occurred in the SUB the week of
Nov. 8 through Nov. 12. Upcoming
events include the Nov. 13 Human Trafficking Conference, which is an all-day
event filled with different speakers and
workshops. On Nov. 15 there will be a
Hunger Banquet sponsored by the Office of Spirituality, Services, and Social
Justice, and Justice and Service in Tacoma (JuST) where, Bihl explains, “we get

a stark look at the hunger and poverty
threatening much of the world’s population.” Lastly, the fifth annual New Light
Celebration will be on Nov. 18 and will
observe different fall and winter spiritual and religious traditions.
“While there are many ways for students to get involved in service here in
Tacoma on an ongoing basis, Hunger
Week serves to bring issues to our attention and provides easy ways for students
[to] give during a busy time in the semester. It is important to reflect on our
lives and experiences; what we have or
may not have, and put that in the global
context. We need to be asking difficult
questions about why so much hunger
exists in the world both abroad and here
at home. Hunger Week offers a time
and space dedicated to this discussion
and gives participants opportunities to
begin making a difference. The need is
great and every little bit helps,” says Bihl.

What’s up with ASUPS?
The Neoplastics and I Believe In Sunshine will be playing in
Club Rendezvous at 9 pm on Friday November 12th.
RDG will be the 19th and 20th, tickets available at the info
center
ASUPS Senate recently passed a resolution on the Pass/Fail
policy and changes that have been discussed by the faculty.
The Resolution can be found on the ASUPS facebook page

C o r r e ct i o n :
In Issue 5, in the article titled “ASUPS Election Fails,” the ASUPS
committee was found to have actually acted within election
guidelines. To clarify, there will not be a “re-do” election.

trailnews@pugetsound.edu

PROP. 19

Ten Things I learned at

By DAVE DELLAMURA
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ZOMBIES
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originated from Romero’s “Night
of the Living Dead” (1968) and includes various films, novels and other forms of media whose primary
subject is people trying to survive a
zombie apocalypse. One of the most
famous zombie-themed television
appearances was Michael Jackson’s
music video for “Thriller” (1983).
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The ‘No’ votes do not represent a large
majority opinion anymore; the results
are more moderately divided. In fact,
Arizona’s Proposition 203, a medical
marijuana measure, was narrowly defeated with a 50.14% ‘No’ vote. Additionally, Oregon’s Measure 74 received
only a 57.1% ‘No’ vote. These opposition numbers are down from previous
years when similar marijuana measures were on the ballot. If the trend
continues and opposition votes continue to decline, it will be only a year
or two more until a pro-marijuana
initiative passes at the ballot box.
However, the passage of a state
measure like “Prop 19” would not be
the end-all for the controversy over
marijuana’s legalization. There are
federal laws in place such as the Controlled Substance Act which trumps
any state law. It is not known how
much the federal government would
regulate the sale and distribution of
marijuana in states that declare it legal, or if the law would be challenged
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for the Republican nomination, won
the midterm election as an independent write-in candidate, a rare political move unseen since it was achieved
by Senator Strom Thurman of South
Carolina in 1954. In Washington
State, incumbent Senator Patty Murray narrowly won reelection against
Dino Rossi, with her margin of victory
still increasing as votes continue to be
counted.
Senator Boxer of California retained
her seat by a wide margin against former HP boss Carly Fiorina, who was
expected to mount a formidable challenge to her reelection (demonstrating that sassy comments about an
opponent’s hair do little to help one’s
cause come voting time). Senator Harry Reid persevered against Tea-Party
candidate Sharron Angle, retaining his
position as majority leader and testing
the limits of Tea-Party fervor, supporters of which predicted Senator Reid’s
fall from power. Delaware was one of
three states in which Democrats were
able to seize Republican seats in the
House and also remained blue in the
Senate, with Senator Coons beating
out Tea-Partier Christine O’Donnell
contrary to media reports (perhaps
the self-reports of having dabbled in
witchcraft had an effect the outcome
of the race).
Still, the substantial change in congressional power will make it much
more difficult for President Obama to
push his agenda. Given his focus on
legislative issues during his presidency, Mr. Obama will have to adjust his
tactics to maintain Democratic power and momentum in Washington, an
It seems that most striking contrast between the old to new portrayal of zombies is that humans
are infected with a pathogen (“28
Days Later”, “Zombieland”, “Left
4 Dead”), making them “fast”
compared to their slow, lumbering counterparts in older films
(“Night of the Living Dead”). Seth
Grahame-Smith published the
mash-up novel “Pride and Prejudice and Zombies” (2009), which
includes the entirety of Jane Aus-

by a federal court. Proponents of legalization are trying to bolster their
case by saying that passage of such a
measure would reduce drug trafficking into the United States from Mexico, where drug cartels are violent and
dangerous. This would improve both
Mexico’s and the United States’ safety and economy. Additionally, police
forces could be redirected to more serious and violent crimes rather than
cracking down on illegal marijuanause.
Many Californians at Puget Sound
were disappointed the measure did
not pass. Several commented that the
measure was not drafted well. “Proposition 19 was not written very clearly and I think many voters were holding off to vote for it until the language
was improved,” senior Mikayla Hafner said. However, Mikayla is unsure
if a similar law will pass in the future
due to the federal “preemption” laws
which exist to trump state law. “It
would be a good idea to decriminalize
the possession of marijuana because
there are other crimes which Californians’ tax dollars could be spent on,”
Mikayla added.
increasingly difficult task now that opposing forces control congress. “Over
the last two years, we’ve made progress. But, clearly, too many Americans
haven’t felt that progress yet, and they
told us that,” Obama said, accepting
responsibility for the Democratic defeats. “What [yesterday] also told us is
that no one party will be able to dictate where we go from here, that we
must find common ground in order
to set – in order to make progress on
some uncommonly difficult challenges,” Obama said. This cooperative sentiment, though necessary for progress,
currently seems lost on republican
pundits, as expressed by 10-term Ohio
Representative and now House majority leader John Boehner (pronounced
‘Bay-ner’, contrary to what you may
think). In the past, Boehner has been
painfully oppositional and stubborn,
unwilling to support any measure put
forth by Democrats, including health
care reform, tax increases, jobs bills,
environmental and clean energy bills,
just to name a few. House Republican Whip Eric Cantor and Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnel have
joined Mr. Boehner in embracing conservative causes, calling for a complete
reversal of health care reform, a severe
reduction in government spending,
and refusing to back down on extending the soon to expire Bush tax cuts for
wealthiest Americans.
How Republican leaders intend to reconcile their party line of decreasing the
deficit by cutting government spending
with a refusal to cut military funding and
curtailing taxes for the wealthy remains
vague. It is unclear how the future of a split
congress will unfold, but the American
public can be sure that progress will not
come easily, and definitely not quietly.
ten’s famous work “Pride and
Prejudice” and combines it with
a story about a zombie epidemic.
A zombie-related game that has
become controversial on college
campuses is Humans vs. Zombies, a tactical game often employing Nerf guns. The existence
of simulated weapons on campus
has caused some controversy, but
is being allowed by some schools
as long as campus policies are enforced.
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Pop culture pregnancy ‘Apolitical’ rallies polarizing
obsession misinformed
By KYLE NUNES

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ISABELLE CHIOSSO

Babies: Pregnancy has become romanticized in American culture; it is now being sold in the form of books, TV and movies.

By MAYA AUGUSTON
As principled as many Americans
like to think they are, everybody
knows what sells in our society —
sex, drugs, scandal and strangeness.
But lately, something else has dominated media consciousness, something that is, ironically, one of the
most natural phenomena out there.
The media has become obsessed
with pregnancy.
Since nearly everyone alive today is the product of normal human
gestation, it makes little sense that
pregnancy is treated with such fascination. Yet it is impossible to turn
on the television or visit the grocery
store without being assailed by images of glowing pregnant women or
speculation about which celebrities
are knocked up that week.
Most troubling is the fixation on
teen pregnancy. In today’s popular
media, shows featuring pregnant
teens and teen mothers are everywhere. On one hand, there are reality shows like MTV’s “16 and Pregnant” and “Teen Mom,” that give
viewers and intimate look at the
struggles of real teen mothers.
On the other hand, there are
shows like ABC Family’s “The Secret Life of the American Teenager,”
an overdramatized interpretation of
teen pregnancy and motherhood,
with pro-life leanings and little progressive discourse. But in both cases, teen pregnancy is presented,
overall, as a positive experience.
A woman’s right to chose is a societal necessity, whatever that choice
may be. However, these shows only
illustrate examples of best-case scenarios, preventing any real discussion of the emotional and financial
struggles that face potential mothers.
Although these happy outcomes
are sometimes a reality, they should
be treated as exceptional, rather
than the norm.
This glorification of teen pregnancy fails to properly address how
impactful early parenthood can be.
It also gives the impression that if a
girl gets pregnant at age fifteen, everything will be okay. And while
things can sometimes go well, that
does not mean the lives of those involved are not changed dramatically.
The majority of teen pregnancies

occur in lower or middle class families, where having children early is
nothing out of the ordinary.
The addition of a baby often places great financial strain on the families, not to mention the emotional
issues it can cause. Often, families
where both parents are teenagers
remain intact only for a short time
with fathers leaving after only a few
months.
The media’s presentation of teen
pregnancy as perfectly normal, a
good thing even, might lead young
girls to not consider the consequences of their actions. They may
make choices they will later regret,
and, more important, are not emotionally mature enough to handle.
It is important for teens to realize
that having sex at a young age, especially without taking the proper
precautions, can have really serious
consequences, and that the choice to
become teen parents or a teen parent is a significant one.
Since the target demographic of
most pop culture is composed of
teens and young adults, the overemphasis on pregnancy might not
be so wise. This writer thinks it may
be time for America to move on to
some new obsession, maybe something with less potential to ruin the
lives of ill-informed teenagers.
The United States has the highest
rate of teen pregnancy in the industrialized world, with about 750,000
occurring annually, many of them
unintended.
Teen pregnancies can be especially detrimental to the lives of the
mothers. Teenage mothers are more
likely not to finish high school, and
more likely to be single and remain
single (www.livestrong.com).
It is important that American
schools take sex education more seriously, especially where it concerns
birth control. And while everyone
knows that the best way to avoid
getting pregnant is abstinence, it
is important that teens learn about
other methods of birth control.
Schools should educate teens
about the reality of teen parenthood, and the long-term effects it
can have on the lives of those involved. Perhaps then there would be
fewer instances of unintended teen
pregnancy, and teens would have
the knowledge to make better, more
informed life decisions.

Want your opinion to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at
trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our new website at
trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We will
select responses each week to publish in the next issue.

On Oct. 29 at the Washington
Mall in Washington D.C., the satirists John Stewart and Stephen Colbert held an event called the Rally
to Restore Sanity and/or Fear. Their
goal was to counteract the fearmongering of popular American
media by injecting some levity into
a debate that has taken itself far too
seriously.
However, questions about the
event still stand: Was the rally an
apolitical event making all vitriolic
politicians and primetime pundits
the target of satire, or did it simply
feed the liberal/conservative polemic that has come to dominate the political culture as represented by popular news media? The latter seems
to be true, but more interestingly,
the rally and it origins also allude
to a change in the role of journalists
and newscasters in mobilizing citizens in the information age.
Stewart’s and Colbert’s rally was
a response to two rallies that took
place this summer. On Aug. 28, the
same day as Martin Luther King Jr.’s
1964 March on Washington, Fox
news television commentator Glenn
Beck held a rally to Restore Honor
in America. It was billed as non-political and followed largely religious
themes.

“[The rally] has nothing to do
with politics. It has everything to do
with God, turning our faith back to
the values and principles that made
us great,” Beck stated.
However, Beck’s rally, which included appearances by former Alaska governor and “tea party” icon
Sarah Palin, drew many conservative supporters disenchanted with
President Obama’s performance.
The number of people present
ranged from 96,000 to 600,000, depending on the estimate source.
That same day, the Reverend Al
Sharpton led a rally in commemoration of King’s march. Both Beck
and Sharpton layed claim to the legacy of King’s—the pre-eminent civil
rights leader who fought for political change at the federal level.
By contrast, Stewart’s and Colbert’s rally stood as a rather conspicuous event conceived in opposition
to Beck and the tendency of many
prime-time pundits to demonize
their political opponents. The practice of audience manipulation by
cultivating resentment towards and
resorting to ad hominem attacks
against political figures like President Obama became the “insanity”
or “fear” that the Stewart/Colbert
Rally would correct.
Above all, it seems that the policies and political manuevers of

Washington were not the target of
Stewart’s and Colbert’s derision and
mockery. Rather, the media hounds
who dominate the airwaves and
target political figures and social
groups — men like Rush Limbaugh,
Keith Olberman and Glenn Beck
himself — were criticized for pandering to the ire and fear of viewers.
“The rally ridiculed the media as
too partisan, too loud, and too unrepresentative of Americans as a
whole,” wrote The Washington Post.
Nevertheless, in the eyes of many
who watched coverage of both
Beck’s march and the Stewart/Colbert rally, such methods were deployed all along, if only through
satire, subterfuge and appeals for a
“new direction” in popular thought.
These two events, hosted by influential cable television commentators,
fit perfectly into the liberal/conservative dichotomy and were indubitably political.
The rallies demonstrated the
power that these popular media figures have in influencing political discourse. Even though the
hosts avoided the attacks that make
up much of their shows’ content,
the symbolic split — as well as the
crowds’ sense of each rally’s political voice and significance — merely
perpetuated the polarized debate on
a grander and open-air scale.
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Sanity/Fear: Stewart, Colbert and Beck claim to hold apolitical events, despite partisan themes.

l e tt e r t o e d i t o r
By LAURA WISDOM
In response to: “Makeup should
offer equal chance of expression to
all genders” published in The Trail
on Nov. 5.
Mackenzie,
First, I found your mention of the
“blantant lie of a beautifully madeup face” in evolutionary terms to
demonstrate a poor understanding
of evolution and mate choice. Evolution is not a purposeful series of
events that aim to achieve any certain outcome, and there are certainly
examples of deceptive traits in nonhuman species as well. For just one
set of examples, please search “female mimicry” on Google Scholar.
Generally, whatever physical or behavioral traits that ensure successful reproduction will be favored by
natural selection, though how this
pertains to humans is complex. Human physical and cultural evolution
is subject of ongoing debate. Rather
than making vague statements that
only demonstrate a lack of research,
I think it would have been more effective to ask questions of our department full of biologists (who are
frankly much more well-versed than
me) if you wanted a better understanding of evolutionary processes, or to foster discussion of questions regarding the mechanisms of
biological or cultural evolution involved, and how they relate to our
understanding of beauty, attraction,
and identity expression.
Second, I found one statement in
your article eclipsed the well inten-

tioned discussion about makeup as
it relates to gender. You said “Like
the clothes one wears... makeup can
be an expression of individuality,
style, and/or subculture. Feminism
is not a subculture. To identify with
being female one must simply bear
a vagina” (italics mine). You then
went on to state that men who wear
makeup should not be categorized
as “‘girly,’ but just a person with stuff
on their face.” I agree with this last
point, however, a few problems distract greatly from your argument.
Though it is not clear from the context, it appears you have confused
“feminism” with “femininity,” so
please consult a dictionary if you do
not know the difference. This sentence makes your point confusing
and seems to align wearing makeup
or having a vagina with feminism.
Further, your statement about female identity being correlated with
one’s possession of a vagina was in
my opinion far more problematic
than your issue of gender as related to makeup. Here you are equating gender identity with anatomy,
something that is much harder, if
not impossible to alter than cosmetic products one can don and
remove with ease. In constructing
female identity in terms of one specific piece of anatomy, you not only
ignore the other parts of a complete female reproductive system
(uterus, ovaries, cervix, vulva, etc)
and reduce a female to a inherently sexualized piece of anatomy, but
you deny female identity to women
who do not posses certain physical
parts. (To avoid a female-only bias,

I would point out that an anatomybased construction of identity is
also problematic for the male gender.)
What about someone who was
born biologically male, but identifies
as female? Without invasive surgery,
which they may or may not elect to
have, this person would be excluded from your definition of “female”.
Even among women born biologically female, those who have undergone a hysterectomy, for example,
would be threatened by a similar
anatomy-only framing of female
identity. I have a vagina, and indeed
many other parts too, but I consider myself a person first and a person
identifying with the female gender
second. I think everyone should be
regarded as a person first and their
actions should not be restricted by
others’ assumptions about how their
gender should dictate their choices
(in presenting their physical selves
or otherwise). Communicating this
point seems to have been part of the
motivation of your article. Though
I do not think it was your intent
to malign anyone in discussing elements of self-expression, I would
strongly urge that you be more careful with your word choice, how you
construct your arguments, and how
clearly you communicate them. You
brought up good points, if some of
them unintentionally, for discussion
about our cultural norms, expectations, and perceptions regarding
gender and I hope that you can continue to ask questions in an increasingly constructive and informed
way.
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Water quality deserves more federal research Campus
largely
lacking in
manners
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H2O: Although water quality in the U.S. is high, fluoridation presents some ethical health issues.

By MEGAN EVANS
People often joke about how
“there must be something in the water.” The saying might have more
truth to it than it seems.
It is not widespread knowledge,
but the government adds fluoride to
our water supply, because according
to the Center for Disease Control “it
has been demonstrated to be a safe
and cost-effective way to prevent
tooth decay” (CDC).
Still, many health concerns have
been raised regarding the actual
health effects fluoride can have on
people. Until these issues have been
extensively researched and conclu-

sively been proven to not have roots
in fluoridated water, the government should offer citizens an alternative source.
The United States has been fluoridating water since 1945, starting
in Grand Rapids, Mich.. Since then,
counties have been adopting the
practice throughout the country.
Although fluoridated water can be
found naturally, nearly all of the tap
water in the United States has fluoride added to it artificially.
Flouride is seemingly common,
as salt typically has fluoride added
to it, as do many foods that Americans enjoy.
Fluoridated water is one of the

cheapest ways to ensure fewer cavities, especially in the lower class
where access to medical services
may be lacking. People who do not
brush their teeth can benefit from
the dental care that the water provides, but for those who use toothpaste on a daily basis it is a repetitive
and unnecessary practice with questionable health effects.
Although the class aspect of fluoride’s benefits is notable, it is antiquated to see lower classes as “the
great unwashed” and needing the
government’s help to take care of
themselves.
Anyone exposed to over (4.0
mg/L) ^2 for an extensive period

of time is at higher risk of bone disease. That is one of the few health
concerns that have been conclusively proven to be true.
There is a reason that we are not
supposed to swallow toothpaste:
swallowing toothpaste on a daily basis, as well as drinking fluoridated water, would put daily fluoride intake above the approximated
“healthy intake.”
The National Academy’s Division on Earth and Life Studies published a report suggesting that the
4(mg/L)^2 “danger zone” should
be lowered to 2(mg/L)^2. The typical water supply in the United States
uses a fluoride concentration of
1(mg/L)^2. It was hypothesized by
the study that fluoride is responsible
for a change in reproductive hormones, fertility issues and Osteosarcoma (malignant bone tumors).
All of these potentially adverse
side effects are nearly impossible to
study and prove definitively. So why
has our government seen fit to use
us all as guinea pigs? Studies have
shown that communities with fluoridated water have better teeth, but
is it worth it if we do not know what
adverse side effects it may have?
It’s true that offering an alternative option to fluoridated water
would be costly, especially with so
many dry states in desperate need of
whatever water they can get.
The solution lies in educating
consumers. The more Americans
understand what they putting in
their bodies, the more agency they
gain. The same logic should be applied to everything Americans consume: the federal government
should vigourously regulate and list
contents, especially where matters
of health are in question.

Music piracy morally acceptable, though not legal
By MACKENZIE HEPKER
If everyone here at Puget Sound
who has ever illegally downloaded
music or movies in their lives lit a
cigarette at the same time, the resulting smoke would eclipse the sun,
and the morning haze would contain nicotine remnants for weeks.

Even in less music-savvy areas, the
youthful demographic engages in
piracy and file-sharing at a record
high rate across the nation.
Despite this, the music and movie industries are flourishing, encompassing our lives and appealing to
the youth like never before. So why
are people being sued for heinous

COMIC COURTESY/HARRY NORDLINGER

amounts of money for these “serious” acts of thievery – is anything
wrong actually occurring?
Few people who obtain their music and movies from Internet filesharing programs and websites
feel moral qualms about their actions. It’s so easy and convenient, it
can’t possibly be wrong (like Burger
King!).
And for the most part, it’s fine.
Downloading the music of successful artists may impact their total
revenues, but it will not impact the
fact that their accumulation of green
is utterly obscene.
Are mainstream performers really going to throw a tantrum if they
find themselves making a meager
five billion dollars from concerts,
music videos, and merchandise instead of a potential 10 billion dollars from selling individual songs to
every single person who appreciates
and supports their music? If so, they
don’t deserve the first five.
There are a few cases where one
should feel guilty about downloading media. For instance, if the artist is struggling, virtually unknown
or producing nothing but their music for income, then your dollars are
likely needed to keep them going –
so be nice and support them.
This goes for underground movies as well. Or, if it’s an artist, album
or film that you really, really love,
treat them as something you really, really love. No matter how successful they are in this case, donating your money is like saying “thank
you for blowing my mind and/or
tantalizing my senses,” and it is your
civic duty as a fan (otherwise you’re
just an asshole).
Far less ethical than the stealing

of media are the industry’s attempts
to extract every penny they can
from said individuals. From 2003
to 2008, the RIAA filed lawsuits
against 35,000 people for illegally downloading music files. These
people were comprised of children,
teenagers, grandparents, the unemployed, single mothers and fathers
and college professors, amongst
various others, many of whom were
unaware that they were even doing
anything illegal in the first place.
The average settlement for these
folks was $3,500; most settlements
were between $3,000 and $11,000.
These people, who while breaking the law were virtually innocent
and justified in their endeavors, often had to compromise a significant
portion of their income just to marginally increase the affluence of a
multi-billion dollar industry. To illustrate this, Canada had the highest
music piracy rating in 2005.
In 2005, the music industry’s total
revenue fell by four percent. Yet that
same industry sued a single mother’s 12-year-old daughter for filesharing, settling (most generously)
at a fine of $2,000. What percentage of that mother’s annual income
does that sum represent? A lot larger than four percent, undoubtedly.
By the way, kids, thanks for liking
our stuff!
There is nothing terribly immoral
about downloading media for free,
as long as one does it in an ethical
manner and with discretion, considering the people behind the media
itself. However, because it is against
the law, be careful in your online
binging, or you may find yourself
the victim of a twisted mechanism
of “justice.”

By NICOLE WILSON

Whenever I hear someone demand a sandwich at the S.U.B. or
nonfat eggnog latte in Diversions,
the whimsical and infectious music of Willy Wonka comes to mind,
more specifically Veruca Salt and
her classic, “I Want it Now.” I picture
Miss Salt in her velveteen dress, demonically demolishing the Golden
Egg Room, streams of yellow plastic and geese chaotically surrounding her as she belts out her cravings
of outlandish luxuries.
The dominant behavior of Puget
Sound students has become increasingly like that of a spoiled child.
What happened to “please” and
“thank you”? Maybe even a “may I”?
Most students do not even look the
food service employee in the eyes.
Why is this? Are we simply creatures of habit, or is this the real behavior of our campus? I like to believe the best of people and that the
majority of the time, people are not
aware that they are doing something
wrong in the midst of such acts.
Recently, The Trail published a
“Hey You” about the manners of
Puget Sound students. Personally, I
felt it was a much needed reminder
not just for me, but for the community at large. There are old sayings
that our mothers and fathers taught
us from early on: “Treat others the
way you would like to be treated,”
and so on. Without a parental presence, some of us have forgotten such
words of wisdom.
Most importantly, this increasing
epidemic of missing manners has
spread past the realm of food services into our daily interactions. Sure,
we ask our friends how their weekend was, but does anyone take the
time to say “Hello” to a fellow classmate passing by?
There are the unspoken ways of
successfully eluding acquaintances
and even close friends you would
rather not bother with. These include the staring at your shoes or
into the distance as you walk, the
“I’m in such a hurry I can’t even look
at you”, or the new classic, “I have to
call/text so many important people
right now” or my favorite, the “I see
someone behind you that I’d rather
talk with more, so I’m going to rush
ahead.”
Even just a simple smile, a courteous “please” and a gracious “thank
you” will brighten someone else’s
moment or even day. Acknowledging a person’s work or existence is
what most people need. You never
know the battles another person is
going through, and manners, when
used, affect us in a positive way.
The woman making sandwiches
might be frazzled about an upcoming geology quiz, the bespectacled
barista might be consumed with
worries of her sick grandmother, or
the person scooping your ice cream
in The Cellar perhaps just broke
up with their significant other; the
point being that these employees
are not just there to earn money for
school, rent and the weekend, they
are people who deserve the respect
and courtesy of their peers.
The manner in which we treat
others defines who we are — so instead of a campus full of Veruca
Salts, let us be more civilized than
that. Please and thank you.

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the box in
Diversions Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey You’s that explicitly refer to
individuals or groups, contain
identifying information or drug
and alcohol references, or are
hateful or libelous in nature.
“HEY YOU,” Hey You writers,
please honor the policy listed above.
We will not publish any posts that
might possibly identify specific
individuals. Thanks for understanding, and my sincere apologies for any
past slip-ups. -Editor
“HEY YOU,” longboarding cellar worker with the camera, your
photography brings happiness to
everyone.
“HEY YOU,” Academic Integrity Statement, hanging in every
doorway, stairwell, window frame,
soap dispenser and study table in the
library: Did someone have too much
caﬀeine?
“HEY YOU,” Don’t tell me, show
me ;)
“HEY YOU,” just because I said
no to your friend doesn’t mean I’ll
say no to you.
“HEY YOU,” theme house that
had some backyard fun with a microwave: clean up the pile of broken
glass! If my bike gets a flat, I’m coming to you for a new tire.

“HEY YOU,” cereal machine, uh.
cinnamon toast crunch? How did we
miss the boat on that one?

at you on purpose, I just like to
practice making weird sounds when
I walk places.

“HEY YOU,” spaggos, you are
the browned butter to my mizithra.
I’ll miss you like a fat kid misses
spumoni.

“HEY YOU,” your cool hair and
my cool hair would go well together.

“HEY YOU,” hey yous, thanks for
perpetuating passive aggression.
“HEY YOU,” smooth talking mail
boy, you’ve got a package I’d love to
handle. You know where to find me.
“HEY YOU,” I like your feather.
“HEY YOU,” Tacoma, thanks for
the sunshine this week! Always a
pleasure to see blue skies and girls in
skirts in November.

“HEY YOU,” you have a total
crush on Goya? I have a total crush
on you.
“HEY YOU,” Haiku! Ups party:
everyone you’ve ever banged in one
room… new friends.
“HEY YOU,” Diversions girl who
doesn’t like being stared at. I’m sorry.
I can’t help it. Try being less beautiful
maybe… Also, take as long as you want
to make my drink!
“HEY YOU,” MEEEEAAAAH!

“HEY YOU,” 2 of 6 housemates:
you chose to live in a house with 5 other
people who you have no special authority
over. You can’t control behavior using
passive aggressive post-it notes. Go live
in a single if you have that many issues.
Thanks so much.

“HEY YOU,” shower buddy you
make me feel like I’m living a teenage dream.

“HEY YOU,” It sounds a bit weird
when you invite me to your chamber
for free candy.

“HEY YOU,” girl with stranger
crush. Say hi. I bet he’s nice.

“HEY YOU,” Lady loggers – a
sweatshirt, black leggings, and rainboots is NOT an acceptable outfit.
Try some other combo, cause this
frump ain’t working.
“HEY YOU,” I wasn’t slurping

“HEY YOU,” I know you’re a
varsity athlete but could you take a
break so I can get in your pants?

“HEY YOU,” guy with the Dunder
Miﬄin thermos, I should have given
you my number when I showed you
my Dunder Miﬄin water bottle in
diversions!
“HEY YOU,” I hear you’re single.
You just made so many ladies happy.

“HEY YOU,” brown-eyed girl, the
way you smile makes me forget why
we ever broke up in the first place
(or the second place).
“HEY YOU,” Track house men,
still not far enough!
“HEY YOU,” kid in my PG101
class, learn to stop talking. Particularly over the prof.
“HEY YOU,” Box wine is not
classy.
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Library highlights Japanese-inspired art Kenney’s
album
solid
but not
inspired
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Local Conditions: Library exhibit looks at Japanese-style art from an American perspective.

By HEATHER MARTONIK
Thursday, Nov. 4 was the grand
opening of Local Conditions, the
Chandler O’Leary art exhibit in
Collins Memorial Library. O’Leary
was at the opening ceremony,
which involved scrumptious hors
d’oeuvres and the chance to talk
with O’Leary about her piece, which
was inspired by the artwork of Japanese artist Katsushika Hokusai.
Local Conditions is a handbound book that consists of a set
of drawers within a viewing box
and Japanese-style wrap case.

The images, text and topographic
map pattern are letterpress printed and painted in watercolor.
The book contains 120 images
that can be combined and layered to create scenes of Mount
Rainier. The flats can be arranged
into real-life views described in
the artist’s book, or mixed and
matched into new scenes as the
viewer wishes. The possibilities
are as vast as the mountain itself.
Each of the pieces in Local Conditions began as an original sketch
or photograph, accompanied by the
real-time data (elevation, latitude/

longitude coordinates, weather conditions, etc.) recorded at each location. The images documented were
then broken down into foreground
and background components to
translate to the book’s image flats.
The illustrations were first drawn
in pencil, then refined in black ink,
and the final ink drawings were
scanned and converted to film
negatives. These negatives were
then used to process photopolymer plates for letterpress printing.
As mentioned before, Japanese
artist Katsushika Hokusai (17591849) provided the inspiration

for Local Conditions, with his series of woodblock prints, “Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji” and
“One Hundred Views of Mt. Fuji.”
The illustration “One Hundred
Views” depicts Fuji in black and
white and was published in three
delicate hand bound volumes. “Thirty-Six Views” was printed in fullcolor, including the dominant color
of indigo ink — an expensive, stateof-the-art innovation at the time
of printing. The indigo color came
from a new synthetic blue pigment,
which, unlike the vegetable-based
inks used by artists before, would
not fade over time. Local Conditions is letterpress printed in indigo
ink, a tribute to Hokusai’s version.
In addition to Hokusai’s woodblock prints, the illustrations in Local Conditions are also inspired by
the graphic style of travel ads and
souvenirs. Examples include vintage
postcards and the National Parks
posters produced by the Works
Progress Association in the 1930s.
Local Conditions was drawn
and compiled from data collected
from O’Leary on location, from
September 2008 to October 2010.
Researching potential locations
consisted of organizing dozens
of topographic maps and logging
over 8,000 travel miles throughout Washington and Oregon.
Chandler O’Leary is a graduate student of the Rhode Island
School of Design and is the proprietor of Anagram Press, which
allows her to make a living creating her art. She has felt a strong
connection with Mount Rainier
since she moved to Tacoma in
2008. Her exhibit will be on display
until Jan. 21. You can contact her
through www.anagrampress.com
or chandler@anagram-press.com.

November brings vast array of concerts
By TOMMY STONE

We have some trials that lie
ahead of us as we enter the grind
preceeding the end of first semester. To get through finals week,
some may be tempted to go find a
hole somewhere and die. However,
as long as we’re students at this
school, we all will be forced to deal
with it somehow. That’s what escapism is for! Nothing is better escapism than live music. Within the
next couple of months, there will be

many great shows to choose from.
Brandon Flowers is coming to the Showbox Sodo in Seattle on Sunday, Nov. 14 — surely
good news to any old-time Killers fans out there. Tickets for
his show are $28 in advance.
Goth-rocker Glenn Danzig will
also be coming to the Showbox Sodo
on Monday, Nov. 15. Tickets are $25.
Bad Religion is also coming to
the Showbox Sodo on Wednesday, Nov. 17. Opening acts will
be provided by Bouncing Souls

and Off With Their Heads, and
tickets will be $25 in advance.
The iconic stoner-rappers Kottonmouth Kings are coming to spread
the “Word of the Weed” to their audience at the Showbox Market on
Thursday, Nov. 18. Tickets are $20.
On Friday, Nov. 19, Attack! Attack! is coming to El Corazon in
Seattle with Pierce The Veil, Of
Mice & Men and In Fear And Faith.
Tickets will be a mere $18 — a good
buy for any Logger screamo fan.
Also on Nov. 19, Pretty Lights will
be coming to the Showbox Sodo
with Thunderball and Gramatik.
Tickets start at $25. Since Pretty
Lights has gained recent popularity,
it is smart to purchase tickets early.
Built To Spill is coming to the
Showbox Market in Seattle both
Friday, Nov. 19 and Saturday,
Nov. 20. The Friday night show
will be a 21-and-over show, so
if any underclassmen are yearning to see BTS live, go on Saturday. Tickets are $20 both nights.
As for upcoming metal shows,
on Wednesday, Nov. 24, black
metal masters Dimmu Borgir
will be bringing their Norwegian
wrath to the Showbox Sodo —
corpse-paint, battle armor and
axes all in tow. Tickets are $22.
The
ever-theatrical
shockrockers GWAR are also coming
to the Showbox Sodo on Sunday, Nov. 28. Tickets are $22.50.
Tuesday, Nov. 30, Passion Pit will
be coming to the Moore Theatre in
Seattle. Tickets will be $27.50 in advance, but be sure to get them soon
if you want to go — Passion Pit
knows how to draw a big audience.
As for comedic entertainment,
the man, the myth, the legend, Bob
Saget is coming to the Snoqualmie Ballroom in Seattle on Saturday, Nov. 27. Tickets range from
$29.75 to $72.35 and unfortunately,
it’s a 21-and-over show as well.
Dane Cook is also coming to

the Key Arena in Seattle on the
same night. His ticket prices range
from $34.75 to $100, but his show
is open to all ages, so underclassmen Dane Cook fans are in luck!
On Wednesday, Dec. 8, concertgoers may have difficulty figuring
out which show they’ll want to see.
The Expendables will be doing a show at the Showbox
Market that night and tickets will be $16 in advance.
Reggae all-stars Michael Franti
& Spearhead will also be playing at the Paramount Theater
on Dec. 8. Tickets start at $32.
On that same night will be arguably the biggest event of December, Deck The Hall Ball 2010
at the WaMu Theatre in Seattle.
Tickets will be a pricey $44.50,
but the lineup makes it totally
worth it. Broken Bells, The Black
Keys, Jimmy Eat World, Cake,
The Temper Trap and Sleigh
Bells will be headlining the show.
As many of you have probably
seen off the highway en route to
Seattle or elsewhere, Roger Waters, formerly of Pink Floyd, will be
playing a show here at our very own
Tacoma Dome. If anyone is willing to shell out roughly $70 to see
him, it’ll probably be worth your
while. Roger Waters is practically
guaranteed to blow your mind.
You can find tickets for most of
these shows through 1077TheEnd.
com, so if you’re looking to get
tickets, especially for some of the
bigger acts (i.e., Roger Waters,
Passion Pit, Dane Cook, Deck The
Hall Ball), I suggest you get them
soon. Pretty Lights, Danzig, Kottonmouth Kings, Dimmu Borgir,
GWAR, Roger Waters, and Michael Franti & Spearhead tickets
can be found on TicketMaster.com.
Hopefully, these concerts will, in
some way, save us from the verge
of insanity as the impending onslaught of finals begin to approach.

By LEAH WEITZ

Oct. 1 saw the release of Ben Kenney’s album Burn The Tapes, a classic rock album featuring 10 tracks of
guitars, drums and vocals. Kenney,
known primarily as the bass player
for the Grammy—nominated rock
band Incubus, has branched out to
partake in both instrumental and
vocal work in this fourth solo album.
Burn The Tapes, while not particularly unique or groundbreaking, has its points of interest.
Kenney’s vocals, surprisingly
high and light, provide a stark
contrast against the guitar- and
drum-heavy instrumentals. While
at times the contrast produced by
his falsetto is refreshing, the vocals suffer from poor sound mixing and are often overwhelmed
by instruments when the lyrics
should be soaring above them.
And of course, one can never
quite forget that Kenney is not primarily a singer. While able to hold
a note, Kenney’s vocals occasionally
suffer from inexperience and an apparent lack of confidence. While his
singing voice is unique, the power
of the instruments deserves supporting vocals of equal strength.
The lyrics themselves are neither
poor nor extraordinary. The album
sees a few cringe-worthy moments
in lines such as the simplicity of
“We almost died / But we still survive,” or the amateur rapper-esque
“I may be uptight but you ain’t no
piece of cake / I’m probably acting a
fool but you won’t relax your face.”
However, the lyrics are largely inoffensive. Burn The Tapes is clearly
not about the vocals, and the lyrics, like Kenney’s singing, often
go unnoticed when opposed to
heavy guitar riffs and drumbeats.
Burn The Tapes features some
startlingly great musical moments
during instrumental portions of
the songs. One such moment occurs partway through the album’s
first track, “Beard of Bees.” Moments like these remind the listener that Kenney is among the
contemporary greats of rock music.
The album’s first single, “Worlds
Collide,” is undeniably good and
features better musicality and sound
mixing than the rest of the work.
Except for one very awkward moment at the conclusion of the song
when Kenney attempts some trills,
his vocals shine in “Worlds Collide”
with a strength otherwise unseen
in his work on other songs. One
wonders why the rest of the album
doesn’t live up to the same standard.
The album features little variability between songs, with the consistent presence of heavy drums,
heavy guitar and Kenney’s tenor
voice wavering in the background.
There is an undeniable nostalgia factor in listening to Burn The
Tapes. The straightforward guitar/
drums/vocals combination has a
timeless appeal, and while Kenney’s
singing voice is unique, this alone
doesn’t detract from the classic rock
feel that the album clearly aims
for. While nothing new, Burn The
Tapes taps into a classically popular genre that remains widely liked.
Consumers won’t miss anything new or exciting if they avoid
Burn The Tapes, however, fans of
straightforward rock music will
enjoy Kenney’s work and should
look into obtaining the album,
or its single “Worlds Collide.”
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Quickie Too has unique Jamiacan vegan cuisine
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Vegan: Quickie Too offers an extensive vegan menu. Their Jamaican-inspired cuisine includes comfort food favorites like hamburgers.

By GRACE HEERMAN
When I’m craving a good burger,
a Jamaican-style vegan restaurant
wouldn’t usually be my first stop. But
Tacoma’s Quickie Too, located near
13th and S. Martin Luther King Jr.
Way, made me reconsider.
Don’t be fooled by the humble exterior: this place has personality. The
reggae music and Bob Marley post-

ers plastering the walls make this a
perfect stop for a laid back night out
with friends, and it is only a five minute drive from campus.
Burgers and sandwiches are staples here, and most come with your
choice of tofu, tempeh (similar to
tofu, made with whole soybeans) or
seitan (made from wheat gluten). All
are well-seasoned with an unexpected hint of clove, which is traditional
in Jamaican cuisine.

Even if you think tofu isn’t your
thing, this stuff deserves a try. Their
half-inch thick tofu patties are unexpectedly tasty and substantial, never
mushy or bland. They will satisfy
meat eaters and vegetarians alike.
Quickie’s American-style Really
Big Burger tops a hearty, grilled bun
with house-smoked tofu, potato
salad made with vegan mayo, and all
the classic burger fixings. It is a tasty
surprise, and left nothing to be de-

Fellowship excellence continues

Photo courtesy/ hoLLy hartMan

Fellowships: Students can apply for grants for travel and study.

By JESSY LYNN
Puget Sound has consistently
been one of the top 30 bachelor’s
degree institutions in the nation, and the four students recently named Fulbright Scholars continued this tradition.
The Fulbright Scholar is a national, highly competitive program
that annually awards 1,700 students
with a grant that allows them to
teach and conduct research in over
130 countries. It was founded in
1946 and since its inception it has
given over 300,000 participants
the opportunity to become involved with the world around them
There are two types of Fulbright
programs. The first is a Teaching

Fulbright, which involves a year of
teaching English at an institution
outside the U.S. and sometimes
involves extra-curricular research.
The second is a Study/Research
Fulbright in which students study
at a host institution outside the U.S.
Last year 6 Puget Sounds students
were awarded the Fulbright Scholarship and traveled to research and
teach in Peru, Germany and France.
“Our students aim high and
achieve with distinction, not only in
their studies, but in the passion and
commitment they express in making a difference in the world, as the
national recognition demonstrates,”
President Ronald Thomas said.
This year four distinguished seniors were awarded Fulbright rec-

ognition: KC Cox, Jill Nguyen,
Mark Maples and Sam Fielding.
Cox and Nguyen are in Germany
and Maples and Fielding are in
Taiwan teaching and researching.
Nguyen has the unique opportunity of teaching at a school
called Staatliche Ballettschule
und Schule für Artistik, a public
ballet and acrobatic arts school.
“The
students
are
either
studying ballet or acrobatics so they’re very disciplined
and ambitious,” Nguyen said.
Nguyen had been to Germany
twice before her current experience
there. She reflected that it has been
difficult to adapt to living in a big city.
Along with their duties, Fulbright
Scholars are allocated as much free
time as possible because Fulbright
encourages the scholars to assimilate and integrate into their respective country’s society and culture.
Some scholars assume the role
of an English Teaching Assistant,
which entails working 12 hours
a week in the classroom with another teacher in order to assist
the students in learning English.
“English Teaching Assistants
are cultural liaisons in promoting understanding between our
students and us,” Nguyen said.
Nguyen reflected that most of
her responsibilities are to support her teachers at the school
in the English classes. This includes providing clarification in
the realm of American culture and
anything related to English grammar, slang and other peculiarities.
The responsibility of the various Fulbrights changes based upon
their location. It is usually up to the
school and teachers how they want
to best use the skills of the scholars.
Becoming a Fulbright scholar
is a huge honor in the academic world. Puget Sound is especially lucky to be able to produce
quality students each year worthy of such an achievement.

sired for my vegetarian friend who
ordered it.
The Frijole Moly Burger, which
pairs “TofuStrami” with house-made
salsa, grilled onions and peppers and
refried beans, is thick and hearty,
and a surprising break from the predominantly Caribbean-influenced
menu.
As a meat eater, I didn’t feel like
I missed out on anything with the
meat-free “TLT” Sandwich. The

tangy Jamaican-spiced tempeh was
balanced nicely by creamy potato
salad and grilled sweet onions. Thicksliced whole wheat toast was a good
choice here, as it held up well to the
sandwich’s bold flavors and textures.
The menu also offers a variety of
interesting wraps, each containing
Quickie’s house-made, mayo-free
coleslaw. The Jamaican Tofu Wrap
includes Jamaican-spiced tofu, grilled
sweet onions, tomatoes, lettuce and
vegan mayo spread inside a thin slice
of tortilla-like bread. Less daunting
but no less flavorful than the burgers and sandwiches, these wraps are a
good choice for daintier eaters.
Side dishes include southern
cooked greens, mashed potatoes
and gravy and their signature Mac
& Yease, which replaces cheese with
Cajun-spiced yeast sauce. Their spicy
sweet potato fries are light and crisp
with a delightful, zesty kick.
Everything comes for around $10
and you definitely get your money’s
worth here; plates are very generous.
However, expect to get a little messy.
No matter what you order, it will likely be a “knife and fork” meal.
Despite the hearty portions, this
menu won’t put you in a food coma.
Quickie’s high quality veggies and
whole wheat breads will leave you
feeling healthfully satisfied. In place
of potato chips or French fries, classic
beans and rice are served alongside
most everything. They are a well-seasoned palate cleanser between bites of
the potentially spicy main dishes.
The next time you are in Seattle,
stop by one of Quickie’s sister restaurants. Sage Café, located on Capitol
Hill, and Hillside Quickie’s Vegan
Sandwich Shop, near the UW campus, offer the same exotic diner fare
but with more menu options.

ALLY LEVER’S

P rof essor
sp ot ligh t
THIS wEEK:

T IF FA N Y A L D R I CH MCBA IN
Professor of: English
Birthday: March 5
Hometown: Freehold, NJ
Kids/Pets: Vivian (almost 4); Milo (dog—almost 8)
Favorite Food (S.U.B. or not): Currently, the Nabeyaki Udon at
Sushi Tama
Favorite Music: Songs that get me lost in a narrative
Back-up Career Plan: Goat farming
Kirk or Picard: Kirk
Please describe one of the following to someone who has never
seen or heard of it - America, the Pacific Northwest, jeggings,
“Jersey Shore”, a freshman:
“Jersey Shore”: a complete perversion of the actual experience.
Favorite Undergraduate Memory: For 48 hours, managing a line
of hundreds of Bruce Springsteen fans waiting to buy tickets to
a show. My roommate and I were first in line, and we appointed
ourselves masters in chief. I ended up in the front row at the
concert. Bruce winked at me when he saw me waving a shirt
that said “Freehold” on it.
Least favorite book you’ve ever had to read for a class: The Red
Badge of Courage by Stephen Crane, which is ironic since I grew
up to teach late-nineteenth-century American literature. I have
never taught that book, though.
Fun Fact/Anything Else?: I want to learn how to make pottery.
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1970s: The Feel Good Decade
B y JAC K TO D D
The 1970s were once again a
time of peace and happiness for the
United States. Sure, the Cold War
was still taking place and the war in
Vietnam didn’t actually end until
1975, but the people of that time
just wanted to be happy again, and
it seemed to have worked. How
else could disco have come to be?
It was a time of bell-bottoms, flared
jeans, mini-skirts, platform shoes
(for both men and women, let’s not
forget) and even that clothing that
is still associated with hippies. The

movies that defined the decade were
Star Wars: Episode IV, Jaws, Close Encounters of the Third Kind, Grease and
The Godfather. And as for the music
of “The Feel Good Decade,” bands
like ABBA, Queen, David Bowie, and
the Jackson 5 are worthy of mention.
While it may seem strange to us
that our university hasn’t always been
the small residential university that
it is today, the 1970s were the first
decade in which we actually called
ourselves a Liberal Arts university.
But while the 70s meant significant changes for our university, our students remained more

or less the same – they were politically active, outspoken, and
deeply invested in both their education and their school’s newspaper.
The origins of KUPS-FM and
The Trail’s “Combat Zone” can
also be traced back to the 70s.
Can you guess which articles
are satirical and which are not?
Also new to the 1970s were the
floppy disc, the microprocessor,
the VCR and videocassette, the
hacky sack, gene splicing, the Jarvik-7 artificial heart, Post-It notes,
roller blades, the Walkman and,
believe it or not, the cell phone.

New Transmission: October of 1976 marked a very exciting time
for Puget Sound’s award winning Radio Station. KUPS-FM was
granted its license from the FCC, which allowed it to broadcast
on the station we know today, 90.1 FM.

How to Play: This image was actually a full page spread in a September 1971 issue of The Trail. It
presents a rather bleak look at the state of affairs of both our campus and our nation. Want to play?

Right - Strike!: In April 1978 the staff of the Trail went on strike. Well, not really. This article was pulled from an early version of the satirical section of The Trail’s
“Combat Zone.”
Left - New Computer: A new computer! Wow that’s amazing! And only for the price of a house! It sounds like a bargain, right? Well, maybe in the 70s. Sadly, this
article is not an early example of “Combat Zone.”

The Puget Sound Trail
November 12, 2010

The best of the Trail: 1910-2010
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A long-standing professor, then and now

B y J E S S Y LY N N

Professor Michael J. Curley has
worked at Puget Sound since 1971,
and is one of the many excellent
professors that make the great education that students receive at the
University of Puget Sound possible.
He has seen the university through
change over the last 39 years and
has followed it into the present.
Currently, Curley is Emeritus Professor of English and Director of the Honors Program.
He is a literary scholar specializing in the languages and literatures of the Middle Ages.
When Curley was first hired
as a faculty member at the University, the education system
was in the midst of a deep recession in academic hiring,
which lasted until the early 80’s.
“I was very, very lucky to be
hired at this time,” Curley said.
As the times began to change,
so did the school. Curley emphasized that the school began a
transition from a Regional Comprehensive University, which focused primarily on graduate studies, to a National Liberal Arts
College that completely redefined what the school was going
to be. In 1975 Curley explained
that the school became smaller,
more residential, and began to
focus on an undergraduate education seeking academic excellence.
Curley
reflected
on
his
time spent at the University with great admiration.
“I love teaching,” Curley said. He
noted that over the years, great colleagues and a wonderful learning
environment have surrounded him.

Speech! Speech!: This article shows how responsive people were to Professor
Curley’s speaking. Students even ventured off campus to hear him speak.
numerous grants
to further his
own studies including the National Endowment for the Humanities Summer
Research Fellow in the summers of 1974, 1987 and 1997.
In 1976, he was a Fellow in Paleography at the Southern Institute of Medieval and Renaissance
Studies at Duke University. Curley was also named the National
Endowment for the Humanities

Professor Emeritus: A photo of Professor
Curley circa 1971, his first year of teaching.
His position as the head of the honors department has also allowed
him to develop a unique core curriculum based on the foundational
texts in each department of study.
As the 1974 article reflects,
Curley promoted academic excellence in his lectures as well as in
his own research. He has received

Residential Fellow in the Department of Classics at the University
of Texas from 1977-78. There he
taught various faculty seminars
while conducting his research.
Shortly after, he was the American Council of Learned Societies Fellow in the Department
of Celtic Languages and Literatures at Harvard University.
Curley was the first professor from the University of Puget
Sound to be a Graves Award Recipient 1982. After receiving the

award, he studied in the Department of Welsh Language and Literature at the University College
of Wales, Aberystwyth.
Along with these achievements, Curley has published four
books and is currently working
on his fifth. Curley is an accomplished professor who has seen
Puget Sound through almost 40
years of change. He continues his
work today and can still be found
around campus or buying his
daily cup of coffee at diversions.

Above - Ear Buds: An ad
from October 1971 for KUPSAM. Not only does this advertisement demonstrate that our
radio station once only broadcast on AM frequencies, but
it is also an early ad for the
Walkman.
Left Top - Appreciate: The
1970s were also called “The
Feel Good Decade.” This ad
from September 1971 serves
as proof. Although we’re not
sure, at The Trail we like to
think that this was simply a
random act of menacing kindness. Appreciate... or else!
Left Bottom - Aggresive
Stance: Ah, the outspoken
‘70’s. This article from January 1973 expresses the student’s frustration at the new
registration policy in a very
straightforward way.
Left Side - Sex vs Love: A
comic from 1972 that illustrates how, after the sexual
revolution of the 1960s, sex
was no longer about love, for
some, but rather simply for
pleasure.

Combat Zone
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The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of the Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS,
concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. Please submit compliments or complaints in the form of letters to the editor.

Bieber Fever claims young girls
By VIOLET V. DANGER
Last Tuesday, the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), declared a state of emergency over the outbreak of Bieber
Fever in the United States. It has escalated since the first documented
case of Bieber Fever was recorded
in 2009: a twelve-year-old girl from
Washington started showing signs
of the illness.
“It started off with the frequent
screaming. It was terrible. Everything she said was super high
pitched and very loud. It was obnoxious beyond belief,” Dave
Swampsky, father of the first victim, explained. “Then it started getting worse with minor headaches;
her heartbeats became erratic every time she saw a picture of Justin
Bieber’s smile. Then came the delusions - building sculptures of Justin
Bieber out of chewed gum, claiming
to hear Justin Bieber’s voice in her
head telling her to giggle, and then
the uncontrollable drooling.”
Since then, there have been over
8,500 documented lethal cases of
Bieber Fever in the US. Scientists
believe that the virus originated in
Canada and was carried over the
border by Canadian pop star Jus-

tin Bieber, who was carried over the
border on the backs of hundreds of
Canadian geese. The virus, fused
with Bieber’s DNA, spread through
air particles and was transmitted
to attendees of his sold out concerts. Horrendously, the virus has
also found a way to spread through
viewing Bieber’s YouTube videos, as
well as subscribing to his Twitter.
The still mysterious Bieber Fever is
believed to be a highly contagious
mutation of the Saturday Night Fever, Sigourney Weaver Fever, and
alcoholism.
“At this time, we are doing all

we can to prevent the disease from
spreading any further. We have
closed the US/Canadian border
and put a bounty on Justin Bieber’s
head, in hopes to cut off Bieber Fever, straight from the source,” Dr.
Frieden, head of the CDC, said in a
press conference last Tuesday. “We
think the best way to keep it from
spreading is using the same method
we used back in the Hanson Influenza of 97’. We hope to detain Mr.
Bieber until he fades into obscurity
and people remember him as ‘that
little Canadian girl with the stupid
hair.’”
When asked how best to best
prevent the sickness, Frieden referred the press to the CDC website, where an official list of how to
best protect yourselves from Bieber
Fever has been posted. First and
foremost, the list recommends cutting off all contact with anyone who
has recently been to a Justin Bieber
concert, primarily including little
girls ranging from ages 12-15.
Authorities have advised hand
washing, hygiene, staying home
if sick, burning all copies of Justin
Bieber’s CD, not wearing douchey,
oversized hats, hanging out in any
21+ location and pepper spraying
all little girls, to be effective ways of
controlling the outbreak.

November Horoscopes
Scorpio: Oct 23 - Nov 21
You are deaf to your friends’ attempts to communicate. Hint: Take
off the headphones.
Sagittarius: Nov 22 - Dec 21
You will either have a terrible
dream or a terrible day. Regardless,
getting someone to slap you only
makes it worse.
Capricorn: Dec 22 - Jan 19
With the rings of Saturn spinning, everyone gets better-looking
when you are drunk—except for
you.
Aquarius: Jan 20 - Feb 18
If you keep making faces at that
bitchy girl behind her back, your
face will stay that way, and she will
have even more reason to make fun
of you.

Pisces: Feb 19 - Mar 20
Mars warns not to buy the bargain cheese.
Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 19
When you force jelly with peanut
butter as often as you do, it is inevitable that the jelly will make her
escape through the porous bread,
rendering your sandwich soggy and
sad. Try buying lunch this week.
Taurus: Apr 20 – May 20
The day you skip class is the day
the professor brings Krispy Kremes.
Sleepy Mars apologizes.
Gemini: May 21 – Jun 20
Be cautious of chatrooms this
month. As you gaze into BieberwifeorDIE’s winkyface eye, just know:
Bieber Fever is very contagious and
she would kill you if it meant she
could marry Bieber.

Cancer: Jun 21 – Jul 22
No Shave November is really only
a good idea for males. And it’s not
really a good idea for them either.
Leo: Jul 23 – Aug 22
Money won’t fill the empty, bleak
spaces you try to fill with daytime
television. But it can buy other
things, like more channels for daytime television! And a subscription
to CatFancy Magazine! Just $19.99
for a whole year!
Virgo: Aug 23 – Sep 22
When you wish upon a star,
you are acting like a melodramatic
douchebag.
Libra: Sep 23 - Oct 22
Your vegetarianism is shaken to
its core when a cow kicks you in
teeth. Your first impulse is to have
revenge and eat meat, but for this
you would need teeth.

Dear Love Attorney,
I like a girl a lot and I want to
write her a poem to win her over but
I am borderline illiterate and apparently horrible at poetry. I hear you
are a good poet. Do you have any
tips for writing poetry, or better yet,
any already-written love poems that
I could read to her?
From,
Pablo Neurotic
Dear Pablo,
May I first say that you write very
well for an illiterate, and illiteracy
was never an excuse for being a bad
poet. It never stopped Van Gogh—
he was so illiterate, he had to paint
his poetry!
Now, anent your request, yes, I
do have many love poems I can furnish upon your love. The following
is a poem I wrote to my ex-wife. It
was not a love poem originally, but
by changing one word in the last
line—voilá—instant love poem:
Roses are red.
Quails are fun to hunt.
You slept with my brother,
And I think you’re a huge angel.
Give that to the fire of your loins,
and let me know how it goes.
Love,
The Love Attorney

Dear Love Attorney,
I am in love with a sperm whale.
How do I protect her from Japanese
whaling vessels?
Signed,
Herman Love-ville

Dear Herman,
I sympathize greatly with
your situation, as I once dated
a Passenger Pigeon (yes, I am
that old). It is difficult to love
another species, especially one
that is constantly under the
threat of getting harpooned for
its blubber by Japanese whaling vessels. You have to accept
your love’s sudden and graphic
demise at the hands of vicious
flesh-merchants, and enjoy every moment you have with her
before she is gored repeatedly
by cold metal, for no other reason than to have her meat fill
the tummies of hungry Japanese
businessmen. But what about
your metaphysical tummy?...It
needs filling too.
I will give you this advice: kill
the whale. It is the only true act
of love. You could always try
a murder-suicide, by covering
yourself in a highly toxic substance and allowing yourself
to be consumed by your love.
As you are digested you will be
forever inside her, as her insides slowly digest themselves
and you both reach that higher metaphysical maritime kingdom where your souls can reside in the love ocean together,
forever.
Just kidding. There is no afterlife. I do, however, recommend you move on and acquaint yourself with less hunted
species—like the penguin or the
ibex. No matter how you cut
the blubber, the sperm whale
thing is going to end up bad: if
the Japanese don’t get her, the
sharks will.
Love,
The Love Attorney

C O M B A T Z ONE N e w s B r i e fs

Ugly sweater
party not a joke

Combat Zone
writer graduates
from West Point

Interview: Stapler WHEEEEEEE!!!! LGBT fundraiser
sells LGBLTs
awarded honorary
degree

PHOTO SERVICES/ISABELLE CHIOSSO

What do you think Taylor meant
when he said, “Thanks for inviting me to your party, sorry I forgot
to dress up”? Boys are sooo weird!
Whatever - let’s get back to what
we were talking about before: what
did you guys get for 16 across? I
got “pineapple”.

Amid congratulations and
handshakes, the humorist
claims it started out as a joke,
“But there is nothing funny
about war… Aw, who am I kidding, our military is a joke.”

CZ: congratulations, what do you
plan to do now?
Stapler: Thank you. I am really
hoping that this degree will allow
me to pursue my dreams, outside of
just stapling things.
CZ: Like what?
Stapler: I want to be a ballerina.
CZ: These pages are loose. Could
you staple them for me?

PHOTO SERVICES/CHRIS PUTNAM

“Delicious!” sandwich of acceptance and love.
LGBLTs contain:
Llama fat, goose liver, butter,
lobster and turkish delight.
However, the LGBT club is entirely open to accomodating other
preferences, as long as the ingredient starts with the right letters, so
it’s still clever.
Images courtesy / Wikipedia
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Logger athletes and athletic training Giants
bring home
staff share mutual appreciation
By ANTHEA AASEN

The Puget Sound training staff has
the amazing task of taking care of every single varsity student athlete that
walks into their respective field, course,
track, or court. These amazing individuals are instrumental in preparing our
athletes before the game and for taking care of them when something goes
wrong. Head trainer Craig Bennett has
been here since 2005 and he has already made a huge impact on the athletic community. He makes it a point
to learn not just the names of the athletes who frequent the training room,
but the names of everyone.

Craig said that the best part of the
job for him is, “The environment we
get to work in. The student athletes
we have here, I brag about the student
athletes here to other training staffs.
Our student athletes are so respectful. Also we have an experienced and
enthusiastic coaching staff to work
with.”
Junior golfer Andy Bingle (Breckenridge, Colo.) said, “Well they are
kind of like if your friends were able
to help you out with all of your physical ailments. Craig always calls me by
name and it’s nice to know someone
so professional is there in case of even
the smallest injuries. The training staff

are like your mom away from mom to
help you kiss the boo boo when you
get off the court/ field/ course”.
Lisa Kenney has been at Puget
Sound since 2007. As a trainier who
travels with both the women’s lacrosse and the women’s soccer teams,
she has been keeping herself busy. Lacrosse player Rachel Ivancie (Steamboat, Colo.) recalls, “Two years ago
we were playing Redlands during
spring break. It was a battle, so hot,
and the last day of our trip! First time
we ever beat them! Anyways, we had
to catch a plane right after the game,
we were so hungry and Lisa went to
Chipotle for us, got the whole team
food there, and held out on eating her
burrito for an hour and a half as we
sat in L.A. traffic because she was one
of our drivers! That was nice of her!”
As Lisa shows, sometimes trainers
hold several duties when they travel
with teams. They not only help when
someone’s hurt, but they also help
when coaches need a hand.
The most recent addition to the
training trio is Stana Landon. Stana
came to the University in 2008 and
is a favorite of the women’s basketball team. Sophomore Women’s basketball player Kelsey McKinnis (Ashland, Ore.) said of the trainers “Well I
feel really lucky that at this small of a
school we have three awesome trainers that get to travel with us to all our
away games and tournaments. Not
only do we get amazing treatment on
the road but we get to develop personal relationships with them as well.

Women’s Basketball loves Stana!”
Stana agreed. When she was asked
what her favorite part of the job is she
answered, “The relationships we can
build with the athletes”. She also said
“The environment of the campus is
really positive.”
The training staff has to deal with
so many athletes whose needs range
from a quick tape job to daily rehab.
When I asked Craig which training
room sport was his favorite he said
“We don’t have one. It’s across the
board. Our goal is that all the student athletes have the best experience
they can. We definitely want them to
feel that they are comfortable coming
in here whether it’s a softball athlete
to a golf athlete to a football athlete,
each sport has different needs so we
hope that we can meet all those needs
equally and fairly.”
Senior football player Tyler Vlasak (Sumner, Wash.), has seen his
fair share of injuries. He said, “In my
four years here, I have found myself,
on more than one occasion, entering the training room when not in
need of treatment - no matter how
much Craig hates it. I spent the summer football camp with Stana and
showed Lisa how she is supposed to
play Words With Friends...obviously
talking a bit of trash all along the way.
At the end of the day, however, their
hilarious and welcoming personalities
transform a place that most athletes
try to avoid to an extremely welcoming and, dare I say it, fun place to be.”

Women’s soccer
wraps up banner year
By ZACH BANKS

3.95x7 RuleChange.indd 2
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TACOMA’S FIRST INDOOR
ROCK CLIMBING GYM!
www.edgeworksclimbing.com

6102 North 9th Street
Tacoma, WA 98406
253.564.4899
Mon-Fri: 10am-10pm
Sat-Sun: 10am-7pm

The Puget Sound women’s soccer
team collected their ninth consecutive
Northwest Conference title after shutting
out Pacific University 2-0 on Friday and
Linfield 2-0 as well on Saturday.
By finishing the season on a 13-game
undefeated streak in conference play,
The Loggers improved to 14-1-1 in conference play and 17-1-2 overall. The
Loggers clinched the title after their Friday victory as they needed only one this
weekend to lock up the championship.
With this in mind, the team came out
as the agressors against the Pacific Boxers. The Loggers scored first in the 30th
minute on a goal from Senior Kelly Andersen (Centennial, Colo.). She was assisted on a beautiful cross from Junior
Jenny Moore (Kent, Wash.).
10:13 AM
Tickets are
$6.50 with
your
student ID!

NOWHERE BOY

(R)

Fri: 2:15, 4:30, 6:45, 9:10
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:15, 4:30, 6:45, 9:10
Mon-Thurs: 2:15, 4:30, 6:45, 9:10

INSIDE JOB

(PG-13)

Fri-Thurs: 1:15, 6:15, 9:00

THE GIRL WHO KICKED
THE HORNET’S NEST (R)
Fri: 2:30, 5:30, 8:30
Sat/Sun: 11:30a, 2:30, 5:30, 8:30
Mon-Thurs: 2:30, 5:30, 8:30

CONVICTION (R)

Fri: 2:00, 4:15, 6:30, 8:50
Sat/Sun: 11:40am, 2, 4:15, 6:30, 8:50
Mon-Thurs: 2:00, 4:15, 6:30, 8:50

First Visit = FREE!
Bring in this coupon and UPS student ID to
receive one free day pass on your first visit.
Climbing gear not included. Expires 12/31/2010
Can not combine with any other offer.
Limit one per person. Rental gear not included.

WAITING FOR
SUPERMAN (PG)
Fri-Thurs: 4:00

HATCHET 2 (NR)
Fri & Sat: 11:00pm

www.GrandCinema.com

Junior Theresa Henle (Issaquah,
Wash.) added an unassisted goal, her
15th of the season, in the 73rd minute to
extend the lead to 2-0. The two-score advantage would be plenty to get the win, as
the Loggers defense held strong throughout to preserve the shutout. Freshman
Casey Thayer (Boulder, Colo.) only
needed one save in the net for the Loggers to hold the Boxers scoreless.
With the conference title already in
their pocket, the Loggers could have relaxed against Linfield on Saturday. Apparently they didn’t get that message as
Henle wasted no time posting another goal, scoring at the 8:54 mark. Freshman Laura Swanson (Eagle, Idaho) and
Andersen picked up an assist on the play.
The Loggers’ next goal came almost immediately as Junior Abby Goss (Spokane,
Wash.) found the net for an unassisted
goal just after the 10:00 mark.
Thayer made four saves on the match
to earn her second shutout of the weekend in an excellent display of goaltending.
The Loggers’ solid regular season has
earned them a spot in the first round of
the NCAA Postseason Tournament. The
Logger’s bracket will be hosted by No. 2
Hardin-Simmons University in Abilene,
Texas. In the first round the Loggers will
face No. 6 Trinity University. The first
round games will be played this coming
Saturday, November 13th.

World
Series title
By DAVID THIRLBY

Puget Sound football Coach
Jeff Thomas’ prediction of the
Giants winning the World Series came to fruition. Last
week, the San Francisco Giants defeated the Texas Rangers to win their first World Series since 1954. And although
there seemed to be a large Giants bandwagon fan population
around the Puget Sound campus, it was refreshing to see the
improbable become a reality.
Two supposed underdogs:,the
Giants and Rangers were able
to defeat two evil empires: the
Phillies and Yankees. At the
start of the season, the Giants
and Rangers were both 30 to
1 odds to win the World Series. So for anyone who placed
a mere $100 bet on the Giants,
enjoy your $3000 payoff.
Throughout the regular season, the Giants dazzled competition with their exceptional
pitching staff. The Giants led
all of Major League Baseball
in earned run average, hits allowed, strikeouts, and saves.
This transitioned well into the
playoffs, as the Giants were able
to record 4 shutouts. More impressive, however, was how the
Giants were able to hold one
of the best hitting teams in the
league, the Texas Rangers, to a
dismal batting average of .190
in the World Series. When a
team pitches as well as the Giants did throughout the postseason, they become nearly impossible to defeat.
In addition to their pitching,
the Giants’ bats came alive. In
the 10 games leading up to the
World Series, the Giants produced 30 runs on offense. In
the 5 games of the World Series
against the Rangers, the Giants
scored 29 runs. Needless to say,
San Francisco appears to have
been destined to win the 2010
Series. This Giants team was
reminiscent of the Arizona Diamondbacks team that won the
World Series back in 2001, built
around pitching and team comradery.
Although the Giants were
perhaps the least “sexy” team to
win the World Series in a while,
they had a strong likability factor. Maybe this factor came
from their 13-year old looking
CY Young award winning ace,
Tim Lincecum; psychotic closer rocking a dyed beard, Brian
Wilson; or rookie catcher, Buster Posey, who should really still
be in college. Regardless of the
reasons for winning, congratulations to the San Francisco Giants, 2010 World Series champions.

SCoreS & STandingS
Football: Bye Week
M. Soccer v. Paciﬁc Lutheran: W 2-1 (4)
W. Soccer v. Paciﬁc: W 2-0 (1)
W. Soccer v. Linﬁeld: W 2-0
Volleyball v. Paciﬁc Lutheran: L 1-3
Volleyball v. Paciﬁc: W 3-0 (2)

(NWC Rank)
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Sweat: The team has spent much of their offseason conditioning in preparation for game action.

Puget Sound campus ready to
welcome back men’s lacrosse
By HANNAH CHASE

The winds of change can be felt
on the Puget Sound campus and especially on the athletic fields. After a
leave of absence, the men’s lacrosse
team is returning to the pitch.
After a lack of commitment during the preseason compromised the
team’s chances for success last year,
the team and the coaching staff alike
are looking forward to a change in attitude on and off the field.
The lacrosse team has a hired a
new head coach, and although they

are still in the process of finding an
assistant coach, the team believes
this will be achieved before the start
of the season.
The team as of now looks promising. Fall Ball began on Sept. 18 and
practices have been proving the team
to be a strong and dedicated one.
“The guys that were here last year
are extremely excited to be playing
again and have a renewed sense of
commitment and dedication to getting the program back to a league
champion contender as we were in
years past. We also have around 12

freshmen who are bringing a lot of
talent to an already strong team. The
outlook for the season looks good
and I have a feeling we are going to
be surprising a lot of the teams that
we play. Practices have been very
productive thus far,” Curtis Brooks
said.
The team will be travelling to Salem, Oregon on Nov. 20 to play in
a tournament that will be hosted
by Willamette. It is the team’s first
chance to make up for their absence
last year.
“We have a great opportunity to
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Attacking: The Loggers will be looking for strong play up top.
change the image of our team and we
have the squad to do it. Our upcoming exhibition games in Salem are
going to be a good indicator of where
we stand in the league, and I feel that
we are going to make some noise, so

to speak.” Geoffrey Nielson said.
The team is working with ASUPS
and the athletic department to schedule home games, and hopes that the
campus community will show their
support when the season begins.

Volleyball finishes
second in Conference
By ANA PISCHL
In an uncharacteristically quiet gym
on the other side of Tacoma, the Loggers and Lutes slugged it out Wednesday night. Neither team was playing
exceptionally well, but only one team
could take home the W at the end of the
night. The Lutes finished ahead 3 sets to
1 (25-23, 25-16, 19-25, 25-20).
After starting out strong in the first
set, the Loggers lost their lead to the
Lutes. Both teams were hitting negative percentages. Brynn Blickenstaff
(Eagle, Idaho) led the Loggers with 14
kills in the match. The game changer
came from the blocking. The Loggers
are known in the Conference to put up
strong blocks at the net, bursting the opposing teams’ hitters’ confidence. As a
team that has dominated at the net for
most of the season, the Loggers were
uncharacteristically outblocked 14-6 in
the match.
Things were looking up for the Loggers in the third set when they won
25-19. Natalie Monro (Eagle, Idaho)
contributed 5 kills in the set, and the
Loggers had constant service pressure
with three aces. But it was not enough
to stop the Lutes that night.
After a major confidence burst with
their loss against PLU, the Loggers were
determined to bounce back. Practices
Thursday and Friday were geared toward competitiveness and all-out mentality. To sum it all up, the word of the
week was “RAGE.” The Loggers needed

to win their next game in order to have a
shot at postseason play. With the added
pressure of postseason uncertainty, the
Loggers were determined to prove their
worth in the Northwest Conference.
On the road playing the Pacific Boxers this Saturday, the volleyball team
won in 3 sets, 26-24, 25-22 and 26-24.
While it wasn’t a complete shutout, it
boosted team morale. In the first game,
the Loggers were fired up. The team had
a combined .421 hitting percentage,
with just one attack error. Match leaders
were Monro with 16 kills and Blickenstaff with 14.
Before the match, the Loggers were
competing for the coveted top blocking position in the NWC with the Boxers. With this in mind, the Loggers hit
smart and maintained a low, disciplined
block in order to negate the Boxer’s notorious block.
Starting off, the Logger defense came
in too short to be effective against the
Boxers. With their quick attacks, the
Boxers were hitting over the block and
into the deep spaces. After their adjustment, the defense made a comeback.
Juliette Witous (Sonoma, Calif.), Kris
Sumida (Kaneohe, Hawaii) and Marissa Florant (Palo Alto, Calif.) each had 11
digs to help the Loggers beat Pacific.
Thanks to their win against the Boxers, the Loggers will be on their way to
NCAA Division III Regionals at University of St. Thomas in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Their first match is against
the hosting Tomcats.
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Honored: Erika Greene, Molly Gibson, and Brynn Blickenstaff were
each selected to to All-Northwest Conference teams this season.
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Future: The Loggers will return all but one player next year, including Freshman forward Vince McCluskey.

Men’s Soccer ends season with
statement win over Pacific Lutheran
By HEIDI COE

The men’s soccer team finished
off their season this weekend on
a high note with a 2-1 win against
rival Pacific Lutheran University,
gaining a measure of revenge for
a loss to the Lutes earlier in the
season.
The first half held little action
except for a goal from the Lutes
putting them in the lead coming into the second half. In the
52nd minute Senior Kyle Benson (Mukilteo, Wash.) sent the
ball across the box and Junior
Terence Blackburn (Tacoma,
Wash.) slammed it in to tie the
score at 1-1. Fourteen minutes
later Freshman Dylan Lomanto
(Portland, Ore.) got possession
of the ball after a failed goal attempt and sank it into the net for
the winning score of 2-1. The
teams battled it out for the next
23 minutes but no goals resulted
from the play. The Loggers outshot the Lutes 11-8 and Sophomore Chris McDonald (Newton,
Mass.) made two saves to preserve the victory.
“It was awesome to win my last
soccer game as well as maintain
our undefeated season at home.
It will be an amazing memory
for me to remember the 8 second

count down and then at the buzzer running into my team with the
fans storming the field to join us
in celebrating,” said senior Kyle
Benson.
Coach Reese Olney couldn’t
say enough about what Benson
brought to the team this year.
“He was our only Senior and I
was extremely happy for how well
he played in his final Collegiate
soccer game. It was a great way
for him to close out his Collegiate
career. He was our Captain, leading scorer and a great example of
Puget Sound Men’s Soccer, both
on and off the field. Specifically
for the game against Pacific Lutheran, he set the tone with his
work ethic and was a huge factor in our offense as he generated several scoring opportunities
including both goals,” Olney said.
“Each year we set out with the
expectations to compete for another Conference Title. Since we
fell short of that goal it is difficult
to feel like the season was a complete success, but I do feel like we
had some success to build upon.
For example, we went undefeated at home, (7-0-3) and we had
double digit victories for the 11th
time in the past 12 years.” Olney
said
For being such a young team

(sixteen freshmen and one senior) the team played quite well
this year, particularly at home.
They pulled out a total of ten
wins, five losses and five ties,
beating the win record from the
2009 season.
“The PLU game on Saturday
was the last game of the season
and it was nice that we ended on
a good note. In the last two weeks
our young team has grown but
it was disappointing we did not
grow as much as we did in the beginning of the season. This team
has gone through a lot of changes
in the past year and I am excited to see where they end up next
year,” concluded senior Kyle Benson.
Returning all but one player,
Olney was understandably optimistic about next fall while continuing to emphasize that hard
work will be the key to this program’s future success.
“[Next year is] another opportunity to achieve our goal of
a Conference Championship. I
believe we have enough talent
on our roster to compete for that
goal, but our off-season will be
very important to further our development both physically and
psychologically so that we can
capture another title,” Olney said.

